TOP 10 REASONS

Your SAP® applications
belong on NetApp
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Data fabric freedom
It’s your data. A true data fabric frees your data to be wherever you need it.
Manage your data holistically to accelerate projects, simplify operations,
and future-proof your SAP environment.
Deliver projects 8x faster
Accomplish system refreshes in hours instead of days or weeks. Get projects
up more quickly through rapid end-to-end system or landscape provisioning.
Backup in seconds; system copies in minutes
Rapid backup and recovery to offsite locations or cloud. Instead of working
nights or weekends, create instant autonomous system clones with no
impact to production systems. Create copies whenever you need them.
Data protection everywhere
Leverage integrated data protection that safeguards your data no matter
where it resides or moves—across edge, core, and cloud.

High availability, really
Proven 99.9999% availability delivers non-disruptive operations for zero
downtime. Automatic storage failover gives you peace of mind because you
know your critical applications don’t stop.
Test site for free
In addition to non-disruptive DR testing, use the same infrastructure as
Dev/Test site for free.
Integration with tools you use
NetApp solutions work with familiar tools like SAP Landscape Management
(LaMa) and SAP HANA® Cockpit.

Industry-leading cloud integration
Easily swap workloads to cloud and back, across your choice of on-premises,
hybrid cloud, and multi-cloud environments.
Future proof
With NetApp, you get virtually unlimited scalability and seamless, cost-effective
movement of data across on-premises and cloud locations. Add emerging
technologies such as NVMe, and AI non-disruptively.
Platinum partner
As one of SAP’s most strategic global partners, NetApp offers solutions based on
certified designs that include converged infrastructure options. You get all-flash
performance, plug & play deployment, and seamless scalability. Join thousands
of customers worldwide who count on NetApp to run SAP.

About NetApp
In a world full of generalists, NetApp is a specialist. We’re focused on one thing, helping your business
get the most out of your data. NetApp brings the enterprise-grade data services you rely on into the cloud,
and the simple flexibility of cloud into the data center. Our industry-leading solutions work across diverse
customer environments and the world’s biggest public clouds.
As a cloud-led, data-centric software company, only NetApp can help build your unique data fabric,
simplify and connect your cloud, and securely deliver the right data, services, and applications to the
right people—anytime, anywhere.
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